What are the goals and responsibilities of the LFC?

Introduction and documents

- LFC draft workplan
- Anticipated Schedule for the Interim
- LFC rules and statute

Small group breakout
- What makes the LFC successful?
- What could the LFC do better?

Reconvene and discuss as a group

Interim Budget Committees

Introduction and documents

- Susan review Interim Committees
- IBC expectation from staff and committees
- IBC and LFC invitations to certain Interim Committees
- Proposed Quarterly Report Format
- Proposed standard agenda

Small group breakout
- Hopes for the IBC to accomplish
- How to measure success
- Quarterly report format ideas

Reconvene and discuss as a group
Legislative Finance Committee Other Ideas and Goals

✓ HB 330 Efficiency in state government
✓ HB 330 Dynamic Fiscal note

Small group breakout
  • Other research ideas for the LFC
  • Goals for the LFC
  • How to measure success

Reconvene and discuss as a group